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Shoutcast Explorer Crack + PC/Windows [2022]

✔ Featuring a clean and intuitive layout ✔ Performs most functions with just a few
clicks ✔ Displays a list with all available radio stations ✔ Sorts the channels by genre ✔
Makes searching the channels quick and easy ✔ Allows you to download or upload
channels ✔ Records audio and saves it to a file ✔ Plays audio files from your computer
✔ Opens a file or folder directly from your explorer ✔ Opens a playlist file ✔ Allows
you to open a PlS file ✔ Allows you to view or edit information about the stations ✔
Makes selecting the channel that is currently playing simple ✔ Allows you to stop the
current selection ✔ Allows you to view the name and artist of the song that is playing ✔
Allows you to change the volume ✔ Does not require any special knowledge *
Download the free trial version to check out the functionality. You don't need a paid
license. * You can use the player to listen to your online music even without a
connection. * All media files can be played from Windows Explorer. The necessary
files for this are usually accessible in the folder Music. * A music file is automatically
identified as being in the genre "undetermined" in the program if the genre is not set in
the "Settings". This may lead to the wrong media file being downloaded and opened in
this case. The album and artist should be identified in this case. * Shoutcast Explorer's
Saves option automatically saves songs played in the player. This is very handy, as the
program works without internet connection. The connection is therefore not required. *
Shoutcast Explorer records radio stations in order to make them available for later
listening. The user is informed via the icon that the information was successfully saved
to the file. The information is still available even if Shoutcast Explorer is closed.Q: Get
object from global variable in object that is called from global variable I have a global
variable. It's an object of type "Workbook". I create an object of type "Sheet" and i
want to change the active worksheet to my new created object. When i use
"Workbook(wb)" as a variable in "Sheet(thisworkbook)" I get Run-time error '424':
Object required The code is: Public Class Workbook

Shoutcast Explorer Crack+ Activator Free

* Time mode, use built-in scheduler * Notifies you about scheduling * Built-in
scheduler for all stations * Media player, use built-in media player * Schedules built-in
scheduler for all stations * Schedule list * Media list * Radio list * Player list * PLS list
* Override the radio stream URL * Custom build tool for all stations * Download radio
stations playlist * Send radio stream URL by email * Radio stations information * Radio
stations play list * Radio stations recorded list * Radio stations recorded playlist * Radio
stations recorded list by Genre * Player's quality settings * Set the program's position
when connection status is changed * Notifies you when another user switches on/off the
system. Contact us Some of the apps & games listed here are freeware, shareware or
open source. Some of the apps may be recommended as they are free but have ads or
represent commercial software. All trademarks are the property of their respective
owners and are used only to describe the products they represent. Our goal is to provide
you with quality software. If you find a software problem, please contact us
immediately, We will try to solve the problem as soon as possible.) 1d6a3396d6
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Shoutcast Explorer [Mac/Win]

Shoutcast Explorer is a lightweight software application built specifically for helping
you access a wide range of online SHOUTcast radio stations. Intuitive layout The tool
sports a clean and simple layout that allows you to perform most operations with
minimum effort. It displays a list with all available radio stations and lets you connect to
the desired one. Sorting options and built-in audio player Shoutcast Explorer gives you
the possibility to sort the SHOUTcast radio channels by genre, namely Alternative,
Classic Jazz, Classic Country, Techno, Rap, Modern Rock, Punk, Piano, Power Pop,
Salsa, Trip Hop, Teen Pop, and many others. What’s more, you are allowed to select the
number of radio channels to download (e.g. 50, 100, 300), refresh the current
information with just one click, carry out recording operations and open the target
location where the items are stored directly from the primary panel, as well as view
information about each channel, such as number, name, bitrate, ID, type, and number of
listeners. Last but not least, you can open a playlist file (PLS file format), enable or
disable the media player, download radio station playlists (PlS) for uploading them in
the future, play, pause, or stop the current selection, check the title of the song that is
currently played, as well as alter the volume. Since it doesn’t require much computer
knowledge to work with this tool, even rookies can master the entire process with
minimal effort. An overall efficient online radio streaming utility All in all, Shoutcast
Explorer offers a handy set of parameters for helping you browse through a wide range
of SHOUTcast radio stations. Shoutcast Explorer Features: - Search and browse through
a wide range of online SHOUTcast radio stations. - Sort the list of stations by genre, and
a list of key features is presented. - The application allows you to select a number of
radio channels to download and connect to them. - It displays information about all the
available radio stations. - Select the number of radio stations you want to listen to. - You
can download and record radio stations playlists, create your own playlists or listen to
existing playlists. - You can download the radio station playlists to a local folder or
upload them to the server. - The application allows you to get detailed information about
each radio station. - The application allows you

What's New In Shoutcast Explorer?

Internet Radio Streaming Media SHOUTcast Home Page Radio Listeners Radio
Channels Songs Radio Song ID Description: ✔ Introducing a Powerful Streaming
Media Player... the SHOUTcast Media Player. ✔ By far the most intuitive interface,
simple to use and highly powerful. ✔ The original iPlayer, now on Mac and Windows.
✔ Stream, download and share any SHOUTcast radio show as MP3s and FLAC audio
files. ✔ In addition to its massive radio player capabilities, the Mac/Windows
SHOUTcast Media Player also supports all the most popular network protocols for
downloading and playing SHOUTcast radio streams. ✔ PlaySHOUTcast?s ultra fast,
super light-weight radio player. ✔ Stunning, user-friendly interface with integrated
audio track visualization. ✔ A web-based SHOUTcast radio player built to handle
millions of streams. ✔ Supports multiple SHOUTcast radio stream protocols including
MP3, MP4, Ogg, FLAC and AC3. ✔ The most powerful streaming media player for
Mac and Windows, with a wealth of features. ✔ Written in C, C++ and Objective-C.
Description: Shoutcast explorer is a powerful Mac app which is an online radio
streaming tool and comes with comprehensive and easy to use interface for all users.
This app comes with a wide range of options to choose from including the ability to play
online radio stations and listen to online radio on Mac. It has the ability to use any third-
party iPlayer, allows the users to download the radio station as MP3 audio files, play
online radio stations on Mac with ease, and much more. Features * Browse music
stations with ease. * Supports most of the major SHOUTcast protocols. * Download
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music on Mac. * Supports playlists for downloading music. * Set the download location.
* Store settings and preferences. * Supports Mac OS X Snow Leopard and Lion. *
Supports iTunes 9.x and above. * Supports Safari, Firefox and Chrome. * Compatible
with iTunes 9.0 and above. Description: ✔ iTunes Connect? has announced iTunes
Radio, a new service that is coming to iTunes as part of Apple?s 2012 Worldwide
Developers Conference (WWDC) keynote. iTunes Radio will provide users with
personalized music suggestions, based on the music the user is listening to and their
existing iTunes libraries. ✔ The new iTunes Radio application will be available on iPad,
iPod touch, iPhone, Mac and PC for free later this year. Description: PlaySHOUTcast?
is a free Mac OS X application which allows you to play online SHOUTcast radio
stations.
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System Requirements:

Compatible with Windows 8, Windows 10, Windows 7, Windows Vista Pre-installed
with 2GGB RAM + 1 GB RAM for installation * Game play will depend on the stability
of the internet connection * Time requirement for data transfer depends on the area *
Download error can cause disconnection and update failure * External SD card is not
required, the card slot is equipped * Incompatible with Bluetooth devices * Windows
8/10 are not supported (no graphic setting) * 1.5 GHz processing of CPU is
recommended
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